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The clinical use of email will be the most sweeping technological change in patient-physician
communications in the last 100 years. The effective us e of email communication w ill be the
measuring stick by which a medical practice is determined to be up-to-date. The digital
clinician’s office can be int ernet connected. Up-to-date information can be online accessible for
both patient and physician. Physician software can be automated and w eb-enabled, but it is the
electronic connection of physician and patient which will define modern medical
communications.
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Dr. George Lundberg, former editor of the J ournal of the A merican M edical Association, has
identified the Web as “the most important advance in medical communications since the printing
press” .... and e-mail is its’ most useful tool (2). The last time this much promis e has been
introduced by technology was in 1870 w ith the commercial introduction of the telephone. The
physician reaction to e-mail today is with the s ame celebration and trepidation as it was then with
the telephone. And, like the telephone, once the concerns with overwhelming us e, patients
seeking care via this new communication medium, safety, security and privacy are address ed, the
use of email w ill be fully accepted. It will be integrated into the practice and the modern
physician office cannot be in business without it (2). The Annals of Internal M edicine proclaims,
“we are again on the threshold of a dramatic expans ion in communications technology that may
have profound effects on the patient-physician relationship and the practice of medicine”(2).
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It is this prediction of phenomenal change that the integration of e-mail into physician
medical practice that warrants us to re view the security practices which are also being
promoted with e-mail’s acceptance.
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In order to understand what security is needed, we must first understand how email is us ed in the
clinical setting w hether it is a hospital, nurs ing home, physician office or clinic. Like any new
tool there are varying degrees of anticipated us e. Everything from very imaginative - next
generation uses to vastly underutilizing - why waste your time possibilities. This res earch is
limited to the “middle of the road” variety. Keep in mind that with the maturing of this
technology will come more progressive us e.
Email is a natural connection of two growing us er groups, the American population and
physicians. This year, according to industry estimates, more than half the U .S. population w ill be
using e-mail (21). “In 1998, 33 percent of 10,000 physicians polled used e-mail to communicate
withKey
theirfingerprint
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M edem, Inc. and the eRis k Working Group for H ealthcare in their Overview of The eRisk in
Healthcare Project, reported a “doubling of provider/practice Web sites and tripling of provider-
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patient email in the 12 month period ending in M ay 2000" (14). A lso identified as a trend in this
report is “growing numbers of cons umers willing to change physicians in order to enjoy the
convenience of email with their physicians.” (14).
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“It is estimated that more than 40% of patients in the United States us e e-mail to contact health
professionals. Up to 90% of thes e patients correspond w ith their doctors, not only on the
mundane aspects of their care … but also on important and sensitive matters” (15).
E-mail Us e
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Obvious ly it is not appropriate or expected that all patient - physician communication will be
relegated to email. M ost email generation is ass isted through the us e of medical practice web
sites.
Some
sites provide
integrated
links998D
to various
pages
designed
for specific
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some even relative to the clinical specialty of the institution. A n example would be a pediatric
physician w eb site that auto-generates an e-mail request to send vaccination records for children
to their school. Each page may have an option to generate email relative to the purpose of that
particular page. Some s ites have a dedicated page just for email with drop-dow n category
selections that automatically selects a specific addressee (TO:) bas ed on the s elected category.
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Normal examples of clinical email us e are for patient services such as:
- appointment scheduling
- referral requests
- prescription refills
- patient education material
- billing inquiries
- contact requests / questions for office staff, nurs e or the doctor
- reporting home health measurements (i.e. blood pressure, glucose measurements, etc.
- reporting the results of lab tests
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There are also sufficient benefits for both patient and physician to consider utilizing e-mail for
communications. In s earching the American A cademy of Family Physicians databas e for e-mail,
it lists the follow ing benefits: (16)
“Patients cite such added convenience as :
- Anonymity of online exchanges allows them to describe problems they might not in
person
- Convenience of access
- Prevents phone-tag
- A hard-copy of medical instructions/advice
Physicians cite such added convenience as:
- Convenience of response
Key- fingerprint
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- M ore productive office visits
- Prevents phone-tag
- Eas e of documenting patient correspondence” (16)
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In addition to the above, utilizing e-mail to communicate with patients improves the efficiency of
the contacts by not requiring both patient and physician to be available at the s ame time as with a
phone conversation or office visit. By responding to e-mail in spare time or during a focus ed
time frame, it can possibly keep a physician from int errupting office visits to take a phone call.
E-mail is also faster than phone communication. In a 1998 study for JAM A, it was reported that
physicians spend less than 4 minutes responding to e-mail which is less than the average phone
call. This time has double efficiency paybacks if it also saves time spent more inefficiently on
the phone or eliminates an unnecess ary office visit (22).
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Election to Use E-mail
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of email. There is the security of both computer systems from which the email w ill be sent and
received. There is probably a w eb page the email is being generated from, the ISP w ho processes
the email transaction, the network systems the email travels over, etc. F or the remainder of this
research we w ill accept basic assumptions that the computer systems for both the s ender and
receiver are independent and relatively secure.
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Our focus will be on whether adequate security measures are being identified and
addressed in the promotion of patient - physician internet email communication to allow an
informed decision to be made.
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Basic Information Security and Risk
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The bas ic fundamental pillars of information security are Confidentiality, Integrity, and
Availability (3). Bes ides know ing these basics, the concept of risk must also be realized. For
without understanding the bas ics of security and risk, a patient could not make an educated
determination as to whether e-mail w ould be a s afe medium to use in communicating with a
physician or vice vers a. I w ould guess that the medical profession is fairly “legal literate”. If the
clinical practice has determined to allow e-mail from patients, they have already evaluated all
aspects and are willing to accept the risks involved. Their patients cannot be expected to make a
decision to participate using the service unless they too have been adequately informed on the
basic tenants of information security and risk (hence the des cription of informed consent).
Physician Advisement
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There are a number of guidelines produced by physician organizations that advise how to
conduct business via e-mail with patients. There is none more authoritative in the medical field
than the A merican M edical Association (AM A). The AM A Board of Trustees, Resolution 810
(A-99), “Guidelines for Patient-physician Electronic M ail” w as adopted and specifically request
the “AM A consider developing guidelines for the communication of patient information by
means
Keyoffingerprint
electronic=mail”(13).
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1997. The res olution also advised “if e-mail is to become a viable mode of communicating health
information, physicians and health care organizations must assure the privacy, confidentiality,
and s ecurity of transmissions. Privacy is the most significant public policy issue on the use of
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electronic communication of patient records and exchange of information”(13). The guidelines
address Communication Guidelines and M edicolegal and A dministrative G uidelines (13).
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The most authoritative resource on the subject of Electronic P atient Centered Communication, or
ePCC is physician author Daniel Z. Sands, M D, M PH. He is aligned with the Beth Is rael
Deaconess M edical Center in Boston M assachus etts. E-mail guidelines such as those for the
American M edical Informatics Association (AM IA) (5), M assachusetts Health Data Consortium
(21), and the American M edical Association (AM A) (4) all have drawn on or referenced Dr.
Sands’ work. Dr. Sands has a web site dedicated to ePCC and can be found at
http://clinical.caregroup.org/eP CC (19).
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As D r. S ands is the common reference for most industry produce d gui delines, his work will
be the
point of= reference
an2F94
d each
example
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http://clinical.caregroup.org/ePCC /ePCC_Tips.htm (22) is quote d verbatim in the following
Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and Risk with Physician sections.
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- Use alternative forms of communication for sensitive information (do not assume e-mail is
confidential) (22)
- Put your name and identification number in the subject line (22).
- I may save e-mail I send and receive in your record (22).
- I may share your messages with my office staff or with consultants (if necessary) (22).
- E-mail s ent using an employer’s e-mail system could legally be read by the employer. An
alternative is to sign up for a personal e-mail account (22).
- E-mail is sent across an open computer network and is generally unencrypted. It is thus
accessible to prying eyes much as a postcard is (22).
- The biggest threat to the confidentiality of e-mail is not hackers intercepting messages, but:
- messages that are misaddressed
- messages containing confidential information that are inadvertently forw arded
to others
- messages read us ing s hared e-mail accounts
- messages left on computer s creens when one forgets to log off (22).
- In general, be careful about sending e-mail messages to more than one patient at a time,
since they will see the other recipients’ e-mail addresses (or wors e). If you w ish to
send group mailings, do the follow ing:
- Address the message to yourself.
- Use the “bcc” field to list each of the intended recipients. This w ay your patients
w ill not be able to see who else received the message (other than you) (22).
- You may choose to maintain a policy of only replying to but never initiating e-mail
messages (22).
Integrity
Key fingerprint
with Physicians
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- Keep copies of e-mail you receive from me (22).
- I may save e-mail I send and receive in your record (22).
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- Always quote the full text of the e-mail that is being s ent to you when responding (to provide
the context for your replies) (22).
- Save all e-mails that you send and receive in an e-mail folder for each patient. Ideally you
should file these in the patient's medical record, either by printing them out and filing them or
by copying and pasting or filing them directly in the patient's computerized record (22).
- You may choose to maintain a policy of only replying to but never initiating e-mail messages
(22).
- When e-mail messages get long or the volley is prolonged, tell the patient you’d like them to
come in to dis cuss (or call them) (22).
- Remind patients when they do not adhere to the guidelines (22).
- For repeat offenders, it is acceptable to terminate the e-mail relationship (22).
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- You may choose to offer this service to all of your patients, some of your patients, or none of
them (22).
- Use alternative forms of communication for:
- emergencies and other time-sensitive issues
- situations in which my response is delayed (I may be aw ay) (22).
- I may save e-mail I send and receive in your record (22).
- Append a standard block of text to the end of all your e-mail messages to patients, which
contains your full name, contact information, and reminders about security and importance of
alternate forms of communication for emergencies (22).
- Save all e-mails that you send and receive in an e-mail folder for each patient. Ideally you
should file these in the patient's medical record, either by printing them out and filing them or
by copying and pasting or filing them directly in the patient's computerized record (22).
- Record your patient’s e-mail address es in your address book and in their electronic or paper
record. Ideally, you can have a field in the registration system that you can use for this (22).
- Remind patients when they do not adhere to the guidelines (22).
- For repeat offenders, it is acceptable to terminate the e-mail relationship (22).
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- You may choose to offer this service to all of your patients, some of your patients, or none of
them (22).
- Always dis cuss guidelines for appropriate us e. The major points can be summarized on a
rubber stamp or sticker, which you may place on the back of your business card. Your
dis cussion with your patient about the use of e-mail is an informed cons ent dis cussion, and as
such the discuss ion and the patient’s ass ertion of their understanding should be documented
in the patient’s record, for example “We discussed the risks, benefits, and appropriate uses of
e-mail for our communications. The patient expresses an understanding of the risks and
agreement to our standard guidelines. H er e-mail address is : …” (22).
- E-mail
Key fingerprint
s ent using an
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employer’s
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system
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be read
06E4byA169
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An
alternative is to sign up for a personal e-mail account (22).
- E-mail is sent across an open computer network and is generally unencrypted. It is thus
accessible to prying eyes much as a postcard is (22).
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- Append a standard block of text to the end of all your e-mail messages to patients, which
contains your full name, contact information, and reminders about security and importance of
alternate forms of communication for emergencies (22).
- You may choose to maintain a policy of only replying to but never initiating e-mail messages.
(22).
- Do not deliver bad news via e-mail (22).
- Remind patients when they do not adhere to the guidelines (22).
- For repeat offenders, it is acceptable to terminate the e-mail relationship (22).
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Patient Advisement
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The patient normally receives education on the information security and risk associated with
using
e-mail
from their
physician.
This education
is normally
developed
from 4E46
one of the
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Physicians will normally provide some instructions on us ing e-mail to communicat e with them.
M any times these are delivered via the practice web page and are implied agreements. An
examples can be seen at Stanford M edical G roup () web site. D r. David Ives, M edical Director of
APG Lexington Practice requires a contract that is included in the patient chart (12). The
physician e-mail guidelines can be summarized on a sticker or rubber stamp and communicated
via the back of your business card or general office information brochure. (19)
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At times physicians will take steps to provide additional education regarding the more technical
aspects of e-mail. Newton Welles ley Primary Care web site advises:
“We find Email a valuable communication tool for our practice. There are a few things
you should know about all Email communications. Email messages pass from your
computer through a number of servers (computers) on the Internet.
While in route and w hen stored on the s ervers, waiting for delivery to your computer,
these messages could be read by an unauthorized person (18).
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The Pediatri c Health Care at Newton-Wellesley, P.C. web site will be the only point of
reference and each example from http://www.pe diatrichealthcare.com (7) is quote d
verbatim in the following Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and Risk with Patients
sections. This web site is named as a point of reference on Dr. S ands e PCC web site (19).
Confidentiality with Patients
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- Pediatric Health Care is committed to providing you w ith health care, information and medical
services of the highest quality while at the s ame time protecting your privacy (10).
- We ins ist that every staff member observe patient confidentiality, respecting your right to
privacy about your medical records and experience w ith us. We w ill only share data outside
our patient care team for legal purposes or clinical necessity at your direction. While you may
be
Key
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assure
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this information
will be treated w ith the same care we treat patient records. Any data w e collect about you will
be used only to help us with your medical needs and interest. We will not share your
individual identity or personal contact information with anybody (10).
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- Pediatric Health Care will undertake to honor or exceed the legal and governmental
requirements of medical and health information privacy as required by our membership in the
Health on the N et Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode). This includes the recently
announced U S regulation for the privacy provisions of the U S Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). We w ill seek to provide information in the clearest
possible manner from various medical information s ources. Any medical or health
advice provided and hosted on this site w ill be only given by medically trained and qualified
professionals approved by Pediatric H ealth Care (10).
- M edical related correspondence sent to our physicians is monitored daily M onday through
Friday. Other correspondence with our physicians will be addressed promptly unless the
physician is away (9).
- Put the child's name and birth date and your name in the subject line (9).
- BeKey
aware
that w e may
share
your2F94
email
messages
ith theF8B5
office06E4
staff A169
or consultants
fingerprint
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necess ary) to meet your needs (9).
- Be aware that that your employer or school may view email s ent using their work provided or
school provided email system (9).
- Be aware that mess ages s ent to our normal Internet email address es are not secure and can
potentially be read by others. You should us e our secure eServices forms for any sens itive or
confidential information (9).
- We consider all requests as confidential communications between you and your physician (11).
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- Ask the Doctor Existing patients can us e this form to s end questions directly to your primary
physician (11).
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- Record Release P atients can use this form to make a request for forw arding medical
information to a given third party. M ost requests for record release are verified by phone
with the requester (11).
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Integrity with Patients
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- Pediatric Health Care will undertake to honor or exceed the legal and governmental
requirements of medical and health information privacy as required by our membership in the
Health on the N et Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode). This includes the recently
announced U S regulation for the privacy provisions of the U S Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). We w ill seek to provide information in the clearest
possible manner from various medical information s ources. Any medical or health
advice provided and hosted on this site w ill be only given by medically trained and qualified
professionals approved by Pediatric H ealth Care (10).
- Keep copies of email mess ages you receive from us (9).
- Be aware that w e may save email messages we send and receive in your medical records, either
electronically or us ing a paper copy (9).
- Please review our email policy before using these addresses (8).
- In order to ensure only authorized requests are processed, on some occasions we w ill contact
Keybyfingerprint
2F94 998D (11).
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
you
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verifyFA27
the information
- Registration and Profile Update N ew and existing patients can us e these forms to either register
for the first time w ith Pediatric H ealth Care or to make changes in their existing patient
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profile. For example, you can make changes in insurance, new address, etc. This information
will be incorporated into your physician's permanent record (11).
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- Record Release P atients can use this form to make a request for forw arding medical
information to a given third party. M ost requests for record release are verified by phone
with the requester (11).
Availability with Patients
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- Pediatric Health Care will undertake to honor or exceed the legal and governmental
requirements of medical and health information privacy as required by our membership in the
Health on the N et Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode). This includes the recently
Key fingerprint
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announced
U S regulation
for the
privacy
of the
U S Health
Insurance
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). We w ill seek to provide information in the clearest
possible manner from various medical information s ources. Any medical or health
advice provided and hosted on this site w ill be only given by medically trained and qualified
professionals approved by Pediatric H ealth Care (10).
- Pediatric Health Care is committed to answer email as soon as possible but at least in 48 hours.
M edical related correspondence s ent to our physicians is monitored daily M onday through
Friday. Other correspondence with our physicians will be addressed promptly unless the
physician is away (9).
- Telephone our office for emergencies and questions that need to be answered promptly (in less
than 48 hours) (9).
- If you do not get a response (your doctor may be away or the email system may be down),
telephone our office (9).
- Keep copies of email mess ages you receive from us (9).
- Be aware that w e may save email messages we send and receive in your medical records, either
electronically or us ing a paper copy (9).
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- Appointment Patients seeking an appointment with our office at least 5 days in advance should
complete this online appointment form (11).
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- Pre-visit Screening Patients planning an office vis it should complete the appropriate
questionnaires prior to their arrival (11).

SA

- Prescription Refill P atients who are requesting a refill of an existing pres cription should
complete this form. If more follow-up care is needed then w e will contact by phone (11).
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Risk w ith Patients

- Pediatric Health Care will undertake to honor or exceed the legal and governmental
requirements of medical and health information privacy as required by our membership in the
Health on the N et Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode). This includes the recently
announced U S regulation for the privacy provisions of the U S H ealth Insurance Portability
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). We will seek to provide information in the clearest
possible manner from various medical information sources. Any medical or health
advice provided and hosted on this s ite will be only given by medically trained and qualified
professionals approved by Pediatric H ealth Care (10).
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- Be aware that that your employer or school may view email s ent using their work provided or
school provided email system (9).
- Be aware that mess ages s ent to our normal Internet email address es are not secure and can
potentially be read by others. You should us e our secure eServices forms for any sens itive or
confidential information (9).
- Please review our email policy before using these addresses (8).
- In order to ensure only authorized requests are processed, on some occasions we w ill contact
you by telephone to verify the information (11).
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- Prescription Refill P atients who are requesting a refill of an existing pres cription should
complete this form. If more follow-up care is needed then w e will contact by phone (11).
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- Record Release P atients can use this form to make a request for forw arding medical
information
to a given
third
party.
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the requester (11).
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There is adequate evidence found in the reference material to conclude that both the physician
and patient are being appropriately educated regarding the basics of information s ecurity and risk
in the promotion of patient – physician internet email communication. This education is
sufficient to allow both the physician and patient to make an intelligent decision w hether to
utilize internet email in patient – physician communications.
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